Abstract India is a linguistically rich country having eighteen constitutional languages, which are written in ten different scripts. Indian languages are highly inflectional with a rich morphology, relatively free word order, and default sentence structure as subject object verb. Many of them are structurally similar called sibling languages. Hindi and Gujarati languages are such siblings. The paper briefly describes GH-MAP; a rule based token mapping system developed by us for translation between sibling language pair Hindi and Gujarati. GH-MAP system performs effective word-for-word translation using simple and computationally inexpensive methods and minimal lexical resources. Issues of syntactic, semantic and structural divergence in translation using GH-MAP are resolved with the help of special empirical rules. The aim of GH-MAP is not to produce high quality translation in the sense of linguistics; rather it has been developed to produce correct working translation sufficient to cross the language barrier. The system was evaluated on the test bed obtained from FIRE 2010, literature on Gandhiji and ELRA-W0037. For establishing relevance of the model, 'into-Gujarati' BLEU, PER and METEOR score have been calculated.
Introduction
Translation is defined as the task of transforming an existing text written in a source language, into an equivalent text in the target language. It is certainly possible that multiple perfect translations for a given source sentence may exist. These translations may vary in word choice or in word order even when they are using the same words. There are many approaches for machine translation such as rule-based, statistical-based and example-based. The statistical-based and example-based machine translation needs large size of bilingual corpus suitable for languages with indifferent structure. The rule-based machine translation needs linguistic knowledge of both the languages. As Gujarati and Hindi languages are sibling language, the grammatical differences and inexistence of some words are limited. Therefore, at lexical level some translation rules may be sufficient for one-to-one mapping of token. It can be made possible to resolve translation problem with iteration by adding new rules to the existing machine translation system. The paper describes our approach a rule based token mapping system for translation between language pair Gujarati and Hindi. One of the motivating aspects is that the efforts to develop applications like machine translation from English to Indian Languages, Indian Language to Indian Language have been taken up by different research groups in India [1] . It is observed that no work has been done for Gujarati. Another motivating aspect is that it is easier to create machine translation for a pair of related languages [2] .
Related work
The efforts to develop applications like machine translation for closely related languages have been taken up by different research groups. Few of them are listed below:
• Apertium is an open source platform for developing machine translation. Armentano-Oller et al. [3] develops machine translation between Spanish and Catalan, Spanish and Galician using Apertium. Machine translation system of Apertium uses shallow transfer approach for translation. It comprise of following components to get translation for a given input sentence.
• Morphology analyzer.
• Part of speech tagger.
• Lexical transfer.
• Structural shallow transfer.
• Morphological generator.
• Post generator (e.g. Spanish de ? el = del, Catalan el ? institute = l'institut).
• RUSLAN is an unidirectional machine translation system for close languages Czech and Russian [4] , it uses direct approach for translation. It would require no pre-editing but for high quality output it would require post editing. RUSLAN comprises of following processes to obtain translation for a given input sentence.
• Automatic pre-processing (performs national & special characters conversion, coding and sentence boundaries recognition).
• Czech morphological analyser.
• Russian syntactico-semantic analyser.
• Morphological synthesis of Russian.
• CESILKO is a machine translation system for Czech and Slovak [2] . The system uses the method of direct word-for-word translation, justified by the similarity of syntactic constructions of both languages. CESILKO comprises of domain-related bilingual glossaries (incl. single-and multiword terminology), general bilingual dictionary and following processes to obtain translation for a given input sentence.
• Morphological analysis of Czech.
• Morphological disambiguation.
• Morphological synthesis of Slovak.
• Turkish and Crimean Tatar machine translation system [5] uses the method of disambiguated word-for-word translation. The grammars of the two languages are very similar, and each morpheme usually has a corresponding morpheme with or without change. The translation system comprises following processes to obtain translation for a given input sentence.
• Morphological analysis of Turkish text.
• Context dependent and grammatical translation rules.
• One-to-one translation of words.
• Morphological generation of Crimean Tatar text.
• The machine translation system between closely related languages Irish and Scottish [6] . Irish and Scottish are closely related languages of the Indo-European Family. Translation system comprises of following processes to obtain translation for a given input sentence.
• Irish standardization.
• POS tagging, stemming and chunking.
• Word sense disambiguation.
• Syntactic transfer.
• Lexical Transfer.
• Scottish post-processing.
GH-MAP system
Hindi and Gujarati are closely related languages. They reveal similarity both at lexical and grammatical level. As a result rule base for translation of their lexical category i.e. noun, verb, gender, number, tense etc., seems certainly possible. It is feasible to form rules whereby target language words can be derived regularly and productively from existing stem words via morphological processes and sub-string substitution. In addition, many Hindi words have the same meaning in Gujarati-especially the tatsam words (directly borrowed from Sanskrit) can be directly transliterated (e.g. Gujarati word {agni} 1 is transliterate to Hindi word {agni}[fire] 2 ). Due to sibling properties, sentence from one language can be mapped to sentence in another language by substituting each word group in source language by appropriate word group in the target language, retaining a flavour of the source language (e.g. 1000 {kAkAe benkmAMTI gikAle 1000 rU. upAdyA} is translated wordfor-word into Hindi as 1000 I{kAkAe benk meM se kl 1000 rU. nikAle}). Taking advantage of the above mentioned features of sibling languages, GH-MAP a rule based token mapping system for translation between language pair Gujarati and Hindi has been designed and implemented. To implement token mapping translation system, GH-MAP requires tables for monolingual words, bilingual words and rules to bootstrap dictionary for token mapping between Hindi and Gujarati words. The rule based token mapping uses simple and computationally inexpensive methods such as:
• For One-to-One Token mapping [7] .
• Sub-string substitution Hindi and Gujarati language have many words with small difference in sub string. To take advantage of this particular feature of language pair, rule based token mapping develop substring substitution rule to derive target word using substring substitution. Hindi and Gujarati languages have many words with little difference of substrings. For example, the Gujarati word '
' {vswI}[population] can be derived by substituting substring ' '{b} by' '{v} in Hindi word ' ' {bswI}. A table has been designed for the substring substitution rule to take maximum advantage of feature of the languages. The rule table stores Hindi substrings corresponding to Gujarati substrings, location of substitution and flag. The value in the flag manages application of the rule at every occurrence of substring in a source string or in a specific context to derive target word. The initial substring substitution rule base was derived from illustration given by Nayak 3 and analyzing word forms in both the languages. The rule base was then tested with specific documents and was updated iteratively by analyzing the words which did not get translated or were incorrectly translated.
• Generating and mapping inflected noun/verb/adjective/adverb forms A morpheme is defined as the smallest part of a language that can be regularly assigned a meaning. Both Gujarati and Hindi languages depend heavily on suffixes for morphological changes. There are number of suffixes for achieving declension of verbs, nouns, adjectives and adverbs. Further, in both the languages there are situations when morphological changes in the adjectives and adverbs are also required depending upon the number and gender of the corresponding noun, pronoun or verb. Since the number of suffixes is limited, we feel that instead of purely word-based operations if we focus on the suffixes, then in many situations significant amount of lookup efforts would be saved. • Dictionary word mapping Bilingual dictionary mapping is used by GH-MAP system for domain specific words which have different typologies, phrases which include compound words and idioms, invariable (uninflected) karaks, pronouns, adjectives and adverbs. For one-to-many and many-to-many token mapping an exclusive empirical rule layer have been designed on the token mapping layer in GH-MAP system. The empirical rules resolve syntactic and semantic divergence issues and improve translation quality of GH-MAP system. Such as in Hindi sentence if ' ' {purAnI} refers to a noun ' ' {imArw} having feminine gender which is translated to a neuter gender noun ' ' {mkAn} in Gujarati, then ' ' is translated into ' ' {jUnuM} (e.g.
(H) . {vh imArw purAnI hE} is translated into (G)
. {we mkAn jUnuM Ce}). The default sentence structure of Hindi language and Gujarati language is subject object verb (SOV).Owing to such a structural similarity between Hindi and Gujarati languages, syntactic rule that governs the transfer of the source structure to target structure are not required.
Translation mechanism
As shown in Fig. 1 , the GH-MAP system takes a sentence in source language and search for phrases in the source sentence. If the sentence in source language contains phrase, it would be mapped with equivalent target language phrase. Then tokenize the sentence. Translate token using empirical rules which depend on grammatical properties of predecessor tokens. If the source token does not get translated using empirical rule, then translate token using token mapping engine as shown in Fig. 2 . Then, remove translation disambiguation using empirical rules which depend on grammatical properties of successor tokens.
Token Mapping Engine performs word-for-word mapping to translate source language token into target language token. As shown in Fig. 2 , the token mapping engine search for each token in table of karaka, pronouns, adjectives, adverbs and in the table of domain specific words to get equivalent target language token. If match is not found then it would identify stem of a source language token and search stem and suffix in the table of stem-suffix rule to get equivalent target language inflected word. Even after the search, word is not found then it would search substrings in source token. If match is found then the next step would be to derive target language token by substring substitution and transliteration of remaining string of the token. Else it would transliterate the source token into target token, considering token as a proper name of Hindi language or the word of foreign language (English and Persian) or 'tatsam' (borrowed words from Sanskrit).
User interface
Interface design for GH-MAP system is depicted in Fig. 3 . Through this interface, a user can select the source language, the mode of input can be manual or user can get it from text file or database table. The 'Interpret' button is used to start translation as explained in process flow in Fig. 1 . The 'save' option helps the user to save output in temporary table for further analysis. The 'Add New' button refresh the interface to accept new input and the 'Resource Table' button is to assist the admin to add new rules to rule base. The Fig. 3 shows the stage when the user selects Hindi as a source language with mode of input as manual. The input textbox enables and accepts input from the user in source language. After pressing Interpret button the output in target language will be displayed in the output textbox.
Contribution of various resources in GH-MAP
The resources used in GH-MAP system are as follows:
• Sub string substitution rules to derive target language word.
• Hindi and Gujarati stem words (i.e. semantically minimal, morpheme style units) and suffix mapping rules.
• Tables of bilingual dictionary for domain specific words, synonyms, cases (karaks), pronouns, adjectives, adverbs and phrases. 4 • Empirical Rules
For the estimation of percentage contribution of various resources in translation, the document set consisting of documents from literature on Gandhiji, 5 FIRE 2010 6 and ELRA-W0037 7 are used. Total 1000 Hindi sentences (15,550 words) were translated by GH-MAP to Gujarati for evaluation purpose. The Table 1 shows the contribution of various resources used in GH-MAP for translation. The percentile contribution of various resources in translation is calculated as follows. 4 Phrase here is defined as a string of adjacent words and not as a syntactic constituent. 5 Gandhiji [13] , [14] . 6 Forum for Information Retrieval Evaluation (FIRE, 2010). 7 ELRA : Evaluation and Language Resources Distribution Agency, France, The EMILLE/CIIL corpus from www.elda.org.
Contribution in translation = 100 * (Number of words translated using particular resources)/(Total number of words translated) GH-MAP has facilitated simple interface to add new rules. Total contribution of rule base approach in translation can be seen from the Table 1 and Fig. 4 . This justifies appropriateness of rule base approach for the proposed model.
Evaluation of GH-MAP system
Evaluating a machine translation system using machine evaluation is much faster, easier and cheaper compared to human evaluations. A common element of machine evaluation is the usage of a set of test sentences for which we already have human translations, called reference translations. However, the usage of a single reference may be considered as the evaluation towards a particular translation style. In order to mitigate against this and to reflect the diversity of the best possible good translations, we should use multiple references. We have used two reference translations to evaluate candidate translation (output from GH-MAP system).
-Reference 1 translation (We have asked the language expert to translate the documents word-for-word (i.e. word-based), retaining the flavour of source language. Such translation is feasible because Gujarati and Hindi are structurally similar languages.) Machine evaluation, software has been developed. The software accepts file1 (the target language document generated by GH-MAP, i.e. candidate translation) and file2 (reference translation) as an input file and gives translation quality in terms of three scores, viz. PER, BLEU and METEOR. It is observed that BLEU, METEOR and PER score is designed to approximate human judgment at a corpus level. Considering 'into-Gujarati' (word-order, superficial differences in the character sequences of the tokens, exact query term (keyword)) characteristics in mind, we have performed following steps on sentence from 'candidate translation' and sentence from 'reference translation' before calculating BLEU, PER and METEOR score.
-Substitute synonyms -Remove suffixes to generate stem -Normalize token -Remove stop words -Perform the word reordering For Example, Input Sentence: , I {AdvANI ke viruxX bAbrI msjix viXvMs mAmlA xAyr, bAbrI msjix viXvMs mAmle meM AdvANI ke viruxX kAnUnI kAryvAhI kI SuruAw}.
Candidate translation
Output Sentence: , {AdvANInA viruxX bAbrI msjix viXvMs kes xAKl, bAbrI msjix viXvMs kesmAM AdvANInA viruxX kAnUnI kAryvAhInI SruAw}. . {bAbrIXvMs aMge AdvANI viruxXnA kesnI kAryvAhI Sru Wi, bAbrIXvMsmAM powAnI sMdovNI mAte AdvANI viruxX kAyxesr kAryvAhIno prArMB}.
Thus, after performing the earlier discussed steps on sentence from candidate and sentence from reference 2 translation, we will obtain refined sentence of reference 2 and candidate as explained below.
• Substitute synonym:
This operation replaces synonym in reference 2 sentence. For example ' ' {prArMB} will be replaced by ' ' {SruAw} and ' ' {kAyxesr} will be replaced by {kAnUnI}.
• Remove suffixes to generate stem.
This operation removes suffixes ' '{nI}, ' ' {nA} from candidate sentence and ' '{no}, ' ' {mAM} from reference 2 sentence, the resulting refined sentence will have ' ' {kAryvAhI}, ' '{kes} and ' '{advANI} respectively.
• Normalize token:
This operation replace ' ' {bAbrIXvMs} token of reference 2 sentence with ' '{bAbrI msjix viXvMs} tokens of candidate sentence for token normalization.
• Remove stop words:
This operation removes the stop words (e.g. common, meaningless words, which are not indexed) like {mAte}, {powAnI}, {rIwe} from reference 2 sentence as well as from candidate sentence.
• Perform the word reordering:
Finally, the task of reordering the tokens of the reference 2 sentence with respect to candidate sentence would be performed to get refined sentence. The resulting refined sentence will be: Refined Sentence of Candidate Translation:
{AdvANInA viruxX bAbrI msjix viXvMs kes xAKl bAbrI msjix viXvMs kes AdvANI viruxX kAnUnI kAryvAhI SruAw}. Refined Sentence of Reference 2 Translation: {AdvANInA viruxX bAbrI msjix viXvMs kes xAKl bAbrI msjix viXvMs kes AdvANI viruxX kAnUnI kAryvAhI SruAw}.
Evaluation of GH-MAP system, tests its suitability and effectiveness to overcome language barrier for cross lingual information extraction and retrieval. Table 2 shows quality exploration after performing above mentioned steps on 1,000 sentences of candidate translation and reference 1 and reference 2 translation. The GH-MAP is primarily developed for query translation task of cross lingual information extraction and retrieval, but looking at its effectiveness it can be used for machine translation where literary translation are not required (e.g. news, manual of gadgets), localization, development of GurjerNet-Gujarati WordNet and development of multilingual dictionary [11] .
Conclusion
In this paper, we have discussed advent of GH-MAP system for query translation. GH-MAP is an effective rule based token mapping system for translation between sibling language pair Gujarati and Hindi. As Gujarati and Hindi are structurally similar languages, GH-MAP generates target language sentence retaining a flavour of the source language. It should be noted that translation is not performed here in the sense of linguistics, but word-forword translation is performed. It requires limited linguistic effort and tools for achieving the said goal. Result of BLEU, METEOR and PER score, demonstrates the potential advantage and accuracy of our approach. Though further improvement can be made, the test results obtained are motivating and encouraging.
